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ABSTRACT

In climatemodels, an intensification of theAtlanticmeridional overturning circulation (AMOC) precedes a

warming in the North Atlantic subpolar basin by a few years. In the IPSL-CM5A-LR model, this warming

may explain the atmospheric response to the AMOC observed in winter, which resembles a negative phase of

the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). To firmly establish the causality links between the ocean and the

atmosphere and illustrate the underlying mechanisms in this model, ensembles of atmosphere-only simula-

tions are conducted, prescribing the SST and sea ice anomalies that follow an AMOC intensification. In late

winter, the NorthAtlantic SST and sea ice anomalies drive atmospheric circulation anomalies similar to those

found in the coupled model. Simulations only driven by the SST anomalies related to the AMOC show that

the largest oceanic influence is due to the warm subpolar SST anomaly, which enhances the oceanic heat

release and decreases the lower-tropospheric baroclinicity in the region of maximum eddy growth, resulting

in a weaker meridional eddy heat flux in the atmosphere. The transient eddy feedback leads to a negative

NAO-like response.AnAMOC intensification is also followed by less sea ice over the Labrador Sea andmore

sea ice over the Nordic seas. The simulations with full boundary forcing suggest that such anomalies act to

strengthen both the poleward momentum flux and the upward heat flux into the polar stratosphere and lead

to a stratospheric warming, which then reinforces the negative NAO signal in late winter.

1. Introduction

Observational data from the instrumental period and

paleoproxies show a large decadal-to-multidecadal

variability in the North Atlantic Ocean (Kerr 2000;

Kilbourne et al. 2008; Knudsen et al. 2011). The main

mode of sea surface temperature (SST) variability is a

basin-wide warming or cooling, with the largest SST

anomalies over the North Atlantic subpolar basin, com-

monly referred to as the Atlantic multidecadal oscillation

(AMO). Coupled models also exhibit such variability,

which was shown to bemostly due to the variability of the

Atlantic overturning meridional circulation (AMOC;

Knight et al. 2005), although external forcing might also

have an influence in historical simulations and global

warming runs (Otterå et al. 2010). Stochastic atmospheric

forcing may also have an influence on SST that projects

onto the AMO (Clement et al. 2015).

In observations, the AMO influences a wide spectrum

of climate phenomena. In particular, the AMO modifies

the precipitation over the tropical Atlantic region

(Enfield et al. 2001; McCabe et al. 2004; Knight et al.

2006; Mohino et al. 2011) and the hurricane frequency,

mostly notably during boreal summer (Goldenberg et al.

2001; Zhang andDelworth 2006; Chylek and Lesins 2008;

Dunstone et al. 2011). In the midlatitudes, the AMOwas

shown to modify the precipitation and temperature over

the surrounding region both in boreal summer (Sutton

and Hodson 2005; Seager et al. 2008) and winter (Ting

et al. 2011; Ionita et al. 2012; Ting et al. 2014). In

addition, a warmAMOphasemay favor a negative phase

of the North Atlantic Oscillation during the cold season,

and thus enhance the frequency of extreme cold tem-

peratures inwinter over Europe (Ting et al. 2014;Omrani

et al. 2014; Peings andMagnusdottir 2014; Gastineau and

Frankignoul 2015). The interactions between NAO and

North Atlantic SST may also explain the important SST
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cooling in the subpolar NorthAtlantic Ocean observed in

the 1960s and 1970s (Hodson et al. 2014).

A deeper understanding of theAMOC climate impacts,

and the processes involved are of great interest, as the

AMOC has a large persistence and is potentially predi-

cable up to a decade in advance (Keenlyside et al. 2008;

Msadek et al. 2010; Matei et al. 2012). Unfortunately,

observations of the AMOC only began in 2005 (Smeed

et al. 2014), so that the observational record is too limited

to clearly establish theAMOCclimate impacts. Therefore,

the mechanisms leading to the winter atmospheric re-

sponse to theAMOCaremainly explored usingmodeling.

In many climate models, the AMOC has a lagged in-

fluence that produces an SST anomaly pattern similar to

the observed AMO (Delworth and Mann 2000; Latif

et al. 2004; Medhaug and Furevik 2011; Zhang and

Wang; 2013). An intensification of the AMOC main

mode of variability is followed a few years later by a

surface warming of the subpolar North Atlantic and, in

most cases, cooling in the Gulf Stream region. Using six

climate models, Gastineau and Frankignoul (2012,

hereafter GF12) showed that the AMOC is also fol-

lowed during winter by dipolar atmospheric pressure

anomalies over the Euro-Atlantic sector corresponding

roughly to a negative NAO phase, in phase with the

subpolar SST warming. The mechanism suggested in

GF12 is that warm subpolar SST anomalies lead to

modifications of the lower-tropospheric baroclinicity

and storm track, which evolves into a negative NAO

pattern through eddy–mean flow interactions. However,

many other mechanisms can also explain the NAO re-

sponse to the AMOC. First, the subpolar warming in

climate models is often accompanied by a warming of

the tropical North Atlantic SST and a northward shift of

the ITCZ, which could force a stationary wave response

in the atmosphere over the North Atlantic sector

(Hodson et al. 2010). Second, a weakening of the polar

vortex in response to a warming of the North Atlantic

SST precedes the winter NAO in the troposphere by

1 month, which acts as a positive feedback on the NAO

(Omrani et al. 2014). Last, the AMOC variability is also

accompanied by sea ice changes (Mahajan et al. 2011;

GF12; Allison et al. 2015; Zhang 2015). The sea ice

variability has a major influence on the surface heat

fluxes and it may also influence the North Atlantic Os-

cillation (Deser et al. 2007; Strong et al. 2009; Screen

et al. 2013) via the modulation of the stratospheric polar

vortex (King et al. 2015; García-Serrano et al. 2015), or

via the changes of transient eddies downstream of the

North Atlantic storm track (García-Serrano et al. 2015;

García-Serrano and Frankignoul 2016). The AMOC

impacts on sea ice might therefore also contribute to the

atmospheric response to the AMOC.

In the present study, we further investigate the

AMOC impact on climate and the related mechanisms,

using the IPSL-CM5A-LR climate model, which has

been widely used in previous studies. Although it

shows a rather large cold bias in the North Atlantic re-

gion (Dufresne et al. 2013), the air–sea interactions in

the North Atlantic are realistically represented

(Gastineau et al. 2013). A link between the AMOC and

the winter atmosphere has been previously established

in the coupled control simulation of this model (GF12;

Gastineau et al. 2013). Here, the causality links are more

firmly established by performing atmospheric sensitivity

studies. We use the atmospheric component of IPSL-

CM5A-LR in sensitivity experiments designed to in-

vestigate the AMOC impacts, and to separate and

attribute the atmospheric response to the different sur-

face forcings associated with the AMOC. In this fol-

lowing, we illustrate that the SSTs along the North

Atlantic Current and in the subpolar North Atlantic

region have a dominant influence on the atmospheric

circulation changes, while the sea ice concentration

(SIC) anomalies in the NorthAtlantic sector amplify the

response to the SST, acting as a positive feedback. The

stratosphere may contribute to this amplification.

2. Winter atmospheric response to the AMOC in
IPSL-CM5A-LR

a. Coupled model setup

The IPSL-CM5A-LR climate model, where LR stands

for low resolution, was developed at IPSL for the CMIP5

experiments (Dufresne et al. 2013). Its atmospheric com-

ponent is LMDZ version 5A (LMDZ5A; Hourdin et al.

2013), where A indicates standard physical parameteriza-

tions. It has a low horizontal resolution of 2.58 in latitude

and 3.758 in longitude, but it is a high-top model with

39 vertical levels up to 4Pa. The land surface model is

ORCHIDEE (Krinner et al. 2005)with the same resolution

as the atmosphere. The oceanmodel component is NEMO

(Madec 2008) with the ORCA2 grid configuration—

horizontal resolution of 28 increasing to 0.58 at the

equator—coupled to the LIM version 2 (LIM2) sea ice

model (Fichefet andMoralesMaqueda 1999).We use the

preindustrial control simulation, without any external

forcing, and, to avoid the influence of model drift, only

consider the last 500 yr of the run, which were also an-

alyzed in Gastineau et al. (2013). All coupled model

outputs were linearly detrended before the analysis.

b. Coupled model evaluation

Many aspects of the IPSL-CM5A-LR coupled model

are realistic. The weather regimes in the North Atlantic
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are fairly well simulated (Cattiaux et al. 2013), and the

NorthAtlantic air–sea interactions areweaker but similar

to those found in observations (Gastineau et al. 2013).

The stratosphere exhibits an intraseasonal variability

comparable to that of the observations, and sudden

stratospheric warmings have a realistic impact on the

troposphere (Vial et al. 2013). However, a large cold

bias is simulated at about 408 in both hemispheres in the

atmosphere and the sea surface (see Dufresne et al.

2013, their Fig. 7), which is linked to the atmospheric

jet stream being too equatorward (Hourdin et al. 2013),

as found in many other climate models (Barnes and

Polvani 2013).

The mean oceanic state has been described in Marti

et al. (2010) in a version using slightly different resolu-

tions and parameters, and in Escudier et al. (2013) for

the present IPSL-CM5A-LR version. The Gulf Stream

is too broad because of the coarse horizontal resolution

and its position is too equatorward because of the bias in

the zonal wind stress (see Fig. S1a in the supplemental

material). IPSL-CM5A-LR simulates a mixed layer

depth larger than 600m in three distinct regions (see

Fig. S1b), namely the Nordic seas, the Iceland basin and

Irminger Sea, and at the exit of the Labrador Sea. Be-

cause of the large midlatitude cold bias that leads to an

overextended sea ice cover in the Labrador Sea, the

convection in the Labrador Sea is underestimated, while

it is overestimated south of Iceland. Moreover, no deep

water formation occurs on the shelf seas (see Mauritzen

1996), as in many other low-resolution models (Lohman

et al. 2014). The mean AMOC (contours in Fig. 1a)

reaches 9.7 Sv (1 Sv [ 106m3 s21) at 408N, which is

below that inferred from RAPID–MOCHA [17.5 Sv at

268N; Smeed et al. (2014)]. The Nordic seas overflows

are also underestimated, with only 2.2 Sv of dense

water flowing southward (Escudier et al. 2013), com-

pared to 6 Sv for the observations (Olsen et al. 2008).

c. AMOC variability

A large 20-yr periodicity has been identified in the

AMOC and various ocean variables in the North At-

lantic in this simulation of IPSL-CM5A (Escudier et al.

2013), suggesting a potential predictability of the

AMOC, surface temperature, and precipitation in the

North Atlantic at the decadal scale (Persechino et al.

2013). The AMOC variability in IPSL-CM5A-LR is il-

lustrated in Fig. 1a (colors) by its first empirical or-

thogonal function (EOF). The first mode of variability is

an overturning cell with a large vertical extension

reaching down to 4000m. The 20-yr periodicity is pri-

marily related to the westward propagation of sub-

surface density anomalies in the subpolar basin, referred

to as the subsurface basin mode in Ortega et al. (2015).

Such variability has been identified in observations

(Frankcombe et al. 2008) and in idealized ocean models

(Colin de Verdière and Huck 1999; Jamet et al. 2016).

We define an AMO index as the yearly mean SST in

the Atlantic Ocean (08–608N, 808W–08), low-pass fil-

tered with a third-order Butterworth filter, using 10 yr

as a cutoff period. The lagged correlation between the

AMO and the first principal component (PC) of the

AMOC (AMOC-PC1) is significant when the AMOC

leads by 5–12 yr, with a maximum of 0.42 at lag 8

(Fig. 1b, red line), so that an increase in the AMOC is

followed by a warm AMO phase. The statistical signif-

icance was tested with moving-block bootstraps using

100 resamplings of a 30-yr block, to account for the re-

duction in degrees of freedom due to the low-pass filter.

FIG. 1. (a) Mean Atlantic meridional streamfunction of IPSL-CM5A-LR (contours, Sv) and first EOF of the

yearly Atlantic meridional streamfunction (colors, Sv). The variance percent explained by the first EOF is given at

the top. (b) Correlation with AMOC-PC1 of the AMO index (red line) and the sea ice extent over the Nordic seas

(blue line), and regression of the oceanic heat transport into the Nordic seas at 608N onto AMOC-PC1 (green line).

The lag is positive when AMOC-PC1 leads. The 10% significance level of the correlation is indicated with dashed

lines. The circles indicate when the regression is significant at the 10% level.
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In contrast to other models (Allison et al. 2015; Zhang

2015), the AMOC does not lead to a warming of the

Nordic seas in IPSL-CM5A-LR, as the sea ice extent in

the Nordic seas increases almost in phase with the

warming of the subpolar SST (Fig. 1b, blue line). As

shown in Fig. 1b, the AMOC is followed 8yr later by a

surfacewarming of the subpolar basin, consistentwith the

increased northward heat transport from the subtropical

Atlantic to the subpolar basin.Ortega et al. (2015) argued

that this warming is associated with negative density and

anticyclonic ocean circulation anomalies in the eastern

subpolar basin between 300 and 1000m, which follow the

AMOC by 5yr. This leads to a reduction of the oceanic

northward heat transport into the Nordic seas, which also

occurs about 5 yr after an intensification of the AMOC

(Fig. 1b, green line) mainly because of the anomalous

currents across the Denmark Strait: the southward East

Greenland Current is reduced, while less warm and salty

water from theNorthAtlantic is advected into theNordic

seas (Fig. S2 in the supplemental material). Therefore, in

IPSL-CM5A-LR, a larger AMOC is followed by more

sea ice over the Nordic seas.

d. AMOC impact

The AMOC influence onto the atmosphere is in-

vestigated as a function of the season using a lagged

maximum covariance analysis (MCA) between bi-

monthly 500-hPa geopotential height (Z500) anomalies

in the North Atlantic sector and the yearly Atlantic

meridional overturning streamfunction between 308S
and 808N, as presented in more details in GF12. The

MCA decomposes the covariance matrix of the two

fields using singular value decomposition (Bretherton

et al. 1992), leading to different modes of covariability

characterized by a spatial pattern for each field (the

covariance map) and their time evolution (the MCA

time series).When theAMOC leads by a time lag longer

than the persistence of atmospheric circulation anoma-

lies, the first MCA mode, if statistically significant, may

show the atmospheric impact of the AMOC. The MCA

modes are tested with their squared covariance (SC, i.e.,

the squared singular value) and the correlation R be-

tween the two MCA time series. To estimate statistical

significance while accounting for temporal autocorrela-

tion, we use 100 randompermutations of a block of three

consecutive years for Z500. The quoted significance

levels indicate the numbers of randomized SCs and

correlation R that exceed the value being tested, as in

GF12. Figure 2 shows the SC of the first MCAmode and

its statistical significance. When the ocean leads (posi-

tive lag), the SC of the first MCA mode is significant

from lag 4 to lag 13 (in yr), and largest at lag 9 during

FIG. 2. Results of the MCA between the yearly Atlantic meridional streamfunction and Z500 in IPSL-CM5A-

LR. (a) Squared covariance (SC, 107m2 Sv2) of the first mode (contours) and the SC level of significance (shading),

using a 2-month average for Z500. The lag is positive when theAMOC leads. ThemaximumSC results for lags. 1 yr

is indicated with a red cross. (b) Atlantic meridional streamfunction homogeneous covariance map (Sv) for the

firstMCAmodewhen theAMOC leads Z500 in FMby 9 yr. The associated SC (107m2 Sv2), the correlationR, their

respective levels of significance, and the squared covariance fraction (SCF) are indicated at the top. (c) As in (b),

but for the Z500 heterogeneous covariance map (m).
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February–March (FM). The AMOC and Z500 co-

variance maps corresponding to the maximum SC are

shown in Figs. 2b and 2c, but other lags provide similar

patterns. Figure 2 shows an AMOC pattern similar to

the first AMOC EOF (cf. Figs. 2b and 1a) leading to

negative NAO-like atmospheric changes.

As the AMOC MCA time series has a correlation of

0.98 with AMOC-PC1, hereafter we use linear re-

gression onto AMOC-PC1 to investigate the signature

of the AMOC in the surface and atmospheric fields. The

statistical significance is again tested using 100 random

permutations of 3-yr blocks. We only show the re-

gressions when the AMOC leads by 9 yr, as it is associ-

ated with the largest atmospheric response. The winter

changes are identical to those described in GF12, but

they are derived by a simpler methodology.

An intensification of the AMOC precedes a surface

warming in the subpolar domain, shown here for thewhole

cold season [October–March (ONDJFM); see Fig. 3a].

The subpolar warming is accompanied by a weak surface

warming of the Caribbean Sea and the western North

Atlantic subtropical gyre, while there is a cooling in the

Nordic seas, as well as near the Gulf Stream. The SST

anomalies are small in the other basins. Such a pattern

shares numerous similarities with the AMOof that model,

especially for the subpolar warming, even if some differ-

ences can be noticed near the Gulf Stream or in the trop-

ical regions, as found by Marini and Frankignoul (2014).

In parallel, the sea ice extent decreases over the

Labrador Sea, but increases in the Nordic seas (Fig. 3b).

The sea ice surface temperatures are consistent with the

SST anomalies near the sea ice edge, and show a

warming of about 0.1K over the central Arctic (Fig. 3c).

The anomalous SST and SIC evolve during the cold

season. The SST anomalies are doubled in size in late

winter (Fig. 4a, red curve) while the sea ice extent

FIG. 3. Regression ontoAMOC-PC1 with the AMOC leading by 9 yr in winter (ONDJFM) for

(a) SST (K), (b) SIC (%), and (c) the sea ice surface temperature (K). In (b),(c), the mean cli-

matological SIC is given by thin black contours (contour interval is 20% from 20% to 80%). The

purple and green boxes in (a) indicate the regions used to perform the ensemble simulations.
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increases over the Labrador Sea in early winter, but then

decreases after December (Fig. 4a, blue curve). The sea

ice extent increase over the Nordic seas is more stable.

The atmospheric response also evolves, as illustrated

by the lagged Z500 regression onto the AMOC-PC1.

Two contrasting responses occur. In late fall–early

winter (November–December), there is a weak anti-

cyclone over the northeastern Atlantic and a small

cyclonic perturbation over the Labrador Sea (Fig. 4b).

No significant response is found in January, but, as il-

lustrated previously, in late winter (FM) there is a strong

dipolar response in the North Atlantic sector, with

weaker anomalies over the Pacific Ocean and Eurasia,

which projects onto a negative phase of the Arctic Os-

cillation (Fig. 4c). To establish if the stratosphere is

playing a role, the monthlymean temperature anomalies,

FIG. 4. In IPSL-CM5A-LR, (a) amplitude of the monthly anomalies for SST (K, left y axis)

and sea ice extent (1013 km2, right y axis) during the cold season (ONDJFM) given by the

regression onto AMOC-PC1 with the AMOC leading by 9 yr for the SST averaged over the

Atlantic Ocean (408–608N, 508W–08; red line), for the SIC in the Labrador Sea (508–758N, 708–
408W; blue line with crosses), and for the Nordic seas (508–758N, 408W–08; blue line with tri-

angles). (b) Regression onto AMOC-PC1 with the AMOC leading by 9 yr for Z500 in early

winter (November–December) (m). (c) As in (b), but for late winter (FM). In (b),(c) the black

contours indicate statistical significance at the 10% level. (d) Regression onto AMOC-PC1 of

the monthly zonal-mean temperature anomalies (K) over the polar cap (608–908N). The sig-

nificance is shown by gray shading.
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averaged over the polar cap between 608 and 908N, are

given in Fig. 4d. In late fall–early winter, there is no

significant signal in IPSL-CM5A-LR, but in January,

there is an anomalous warming of the lower stratosphere,

followed in FM by tropospheric warming. Omrani et al.

(2014) argued that the Atlantic SST anomalies are able to

cause a stratosphericwarming during early andmidwinter

in the observations, which then propagates downward,

resulting in an amplification of the tropospheric negative

NAO in late winter. The warming of the stratosphere in

January indicates a possible role for the stratosphere in

the formation of the latewinterNAO, as found inOmrani

et al. (2014).

Hereafter, we mostly focus on the late winter signal

and perform a sensitivity study to bring out the differ-

ent mechanisms involved in the atmospheric response.

3. Atmospheric response to the AMOC SST and
sea ice fingerprint in the North Atlantic

a. Atmosphere-only sensitivity experiments

To investigate the processes leading to the atmospheric

changes linked to the AMOC, ensembles of atmosphere-

only simulations were performed using the IPSL-CM5A-

LR atmospheric (i.e., LMDZ5A) and land surface (i.e.,

ORCHIDEE)model components. The atmosphericmodel

offers an oversimplified representation of the heat flux

exchange over sea ice tiles, assuming constant thermal

conductivity and sea ice thickness, with the temperature

of the sea ice base being fixed at the seawater freezing

point. This simplification generates quite unrealistic sur-

face temperatures over sea ice in the atmosphere-only

simulations. To avoid an important difference between the

coupled and atmospheric models, the surface temperature

over sea ice tiles was prescribed in the atmosphere-only

simulations, based on IPSL-CM5A-LR.

An ensemble of 75 members (CTR) was first con-

structed by prescribing an SST and SIC climatology

taken from IPSL-CM5A-LR. Each simulation starts on

1 October from an atmospheric state taken randomly

from an atmospheric simulation in perpetual 1 October

conditions, with the same land surface initial state as in

IPSL-CM5A-LR. The simulations end on 30 March, at

the end of the cold season. To prescribe the SST and sea

ice anomalies, which are localized in the North Atlantic

and Arctic, daily SST, SIC, and sea ice surface temper-

ature were regressed onto AMOC-PC1 in the coupled

simulation, when AMOC-PC1 leads by 9 yr. The daily

values fromOctober to February at year n are regressed

using the yearly AMOC-PC1 index at year n 2 9. They

were smoothed by 10-day running averaging and added

to the climatology of the coupled model to force the

ensemble simulations.

To investigate the role of the surface anomalies linked

to the AMOC variability, a first experiment, AtlALL, is

performed, using the SST, SIC, and sea ice surface

temperature anomalies over the North Atlantic basin

(domain defined by the addition of the green and purple

boxes in Fig. 3a from 208 to 908N). The experiment

AtlSST is identical, but only uses the North Atlantic SST

anomalies, keeping sea ice and surface sea ice temper-

ature at their climatological values.

The experiment AtlSST-N only uses the warm SST

anomalies over the subpolar North Atlantic and the

Nordic seas, located north of 458N in the western At-

lantic (Fig. 3a, green box) while AtlSST-S only uses the

SST anomalies in the subtropical North Atlantic and the

Gulf Stream region (Fig. 3a, purple box). For these two

simulations we smoothed the anomalies at the edge of

the domain along 458N, using a moving average over

three grid points in latitude.

All experiments have 75 members. Table 1 provides a

summary of the experiments and their boundary condi-

tions. Hereafter, the ensemble means are presented and

discussed, while the variability among members is used to

measure the uncertainty of the atmospheric response.

b. Differences between coupled and atmosphere-only
simulations

The mean state of the CTR simulation is compared to

that of the IPSL-CM5A-LR coupled model in order to

validate our experimental protocol, as differences in

the mean climate can lead to different sensitivities

to boundary forcing (Peng et al. 1997). The lower

TABLE 1. Description of the atmosphere-only simulation ensembles.

Expt Ensemble size SST Sea ice

CTR 75 Climatology from IPSL-CM5A-LR Climatology from IPSL-CM5A-LR

AtlALL 75 Anomalies from AMOC-PC1, regression at lag

9 yr, north of 208N in the Atlantic Ocean

Anomalies from AMOC-PC1, regression at

lag 9 yr, in the Atlantic and Arctic Oceans

AtlSST 75 As in AtlALL Climatology from IPSL-CM5A-LR

AtlSST-N 75 As in AtlALL, but using only anomalies in the

Atlantic north of 458N
Climatology from IPSL-CM5A-LR

AtlSST-S 75 As in AtlALL, but using only anomalies in the

Atlantic south of 458N
Climatology from IPSL-CM5A-LR
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troposphere is colder in CTR over both sea ice and land

grid points (Fig. S3a in supplemental material). This can

be due to the differing sea ice treatment in the two

models or to differences in the land surface initial con-

ditions. As a result, the land surface temperatures in

northern North America, the Arctic, and eastern Asia

are from 0.5 to 1.5K colder in the atmosphere-only

simulation, with the largest bias over Canada and

Greenland. However, this bias remains confined to the

surface (Fig. S3b). Another important bias is in the cold

stratosphere during October (Fig. S3c), as the initial

states are generated using a perpetual simulation in

1 October conditions, when the stratosphere experi-

ences radiative cooling. However, this bias vanishes in a

few months and is not found in late winter when the

atmospheric response to the AMOC is largest.

In summary, the mean state of the atmospheric GCM

ensemble simulations and that of IPSL-CM5A-LR have

considerable similarities. The simulations with the

AMOC SST and sea ice anomalies can be used to un-

derstand the atmospheric impacts of the AMOC in the

IPSL-CM5A-LR coupled model.

c. Atmospheric response

The Z500 anomalies in the sensitivity experiments are

plotted for late winter (FM) in Fig. 5. Here and in the

following, the statistical significance is established using a

two-sample Student’s t test to compare the ensemble

mean of each experiment to that of the CTR simulation,

each member being considered as independent.

The simulation AtlALL (Fig. 5a) using the whole

boundary forcing in the North Atlantic produces an

NAO-like pattern close to that in IPSL-CM5A-LR (see

Fig. 4c). It captures relatively well the anomalous di-

polar structure over the North Atlantic, with a high over

the Nordic seas and a low over the Atlantic midlatitudes

FIG. 5. Response of Z500 (m) in the sensitivity experiments during late winter (FM) given by the differences in

the simulations: (a) AtlALL 2 CTR, (b) AtlSST 2 CTR, (c) AtlSST-N 2 CTR, and (d) AtlSST-S 2 CTR. The black

contours indicate significance at the 10% level.
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from the southern United States to western Europe.

However, the anomalies are shifted eastward, and they

are not significant over the easternNorthAtlantic. Some

negative anomalies are also found over the northern

Pacific Ocean, which indicates that AtlALL reproduces

the Arctic Oscillation–like extension of the atmospheric

response seen in the coupled model. We hypothesize

that the differences between the coupled model and

AtlALL – CTR are due to the large internal atmospheric

variability that reduces the signal-to-noise ratio, and to

the differences in the mean state, especially over the

Arctic Ocean and northern Canada, as discussed in

section 3b.

TheAtlSST simulations, which only use SST anomalies

as boundary forcing, show a similar high over the Nordic

seas (Fig. 5b) although it is smaller than in AtlALL.

Furthermore, the Z500 anomalies are different over the

subtropical Atlantic. The experiment AtlSST-N with

partial SST anomaly forcing shows a large significant

geopotential height dipole over the NorthAtlantic, even

if the dipole is again shifted northeastward compared to

IPSL-CM5A-LR (Fig. 5c). Conversely, the changes in

AtlSST-S are smaller and not significant, albeit with a

pattern similar to that in AtlSST (Fig. 5d). The signal-to-

noise ratio is small so that the differences among AtlSST,

AtlSST-N, andAtlSST-S are not 10% significant (not shown).

Nonetheless, the SST anomalies in the northern part of the

North Atlantic domain seem to have the largest impact,

although the atmosphere can also be influenced by the

subtropical SST anomalies, even if they are 3 times weaker

(cf. SST anomalies in the northern and southern rectangles

in Fig. 3a). As the sum of the response in AtlSST-N and

AtlSST-S is much larger than the response simulated in

AtlSST, the atmospheric response to midlatitude SST

anomalies behaves nonlinearly, as found previously by

Peng et al. (2003) and Drévillon et al. (2001), among

others. We now investigate how such surface anomalies

have an impact on the troposphere.

d. Heating anomalies

The surface heat flux changes induced by the SST and

SIC anomalies are diagnosed using the simulations

AtlSST and AtlALL. The surface heat flux anomalies are

given in Fig. 6 for FM, and are simultaneous to the at-

mospheric response described above. They show that in

both coupled and forced simulations, the negative heat

flux feedback (Frankignoul et al. 1998; Park et al. 2005)

explains the occurrence of an upward (downward) heat

flux over warm (cold) SST anomalies. The heat flux

pattern compares best with the coupled model in AtlALL,

in particular near the sea ice edge, but the heat flux is

nearly doubled in size in the atmosphere-only simula-

tions as a result of the absence of coupling (Barsugli and

Battisti 1998). This may explain the overestimation of

the atmospheric circulation changes shown previously.

The comparison between AtlALL (Fig. 6b) and AtlSST
(Fig. 6c) shows that the SIC anomalies have a compa-

rable impact in term of amplitude on the surface heat

exchanges to that of the SST anomalies, but are located

over the sea ice edge in the Labrador and Nordic seas.

The influence of the surface heat flux onto the lower

troposphere is illustrated by the anomalous diabatic

heating in FM at two locations indicated by the black

dashed lines in Fig. 6a. These locations are restricted to

the surroundings of the largest surface anomalies in or-

der to estimate the local diabatic heating response, and

are referred to as Box-N and Box-S. Above the warm

SST anomalies (Box-S) in AtlSST, the surface forcing is

FIG. 6. Total surface heat flux anomalies, positive upward (Wm22; same gray contour interval as in the color bar), averaged during FM,

for (a) the regression onto AMOC-PC1 when AMOC leads by 9 yr in IPSL-CM5A-LR. (b) The difference between the simulations

AtlALL2CTRand (c) the simulationsAtlSST2CTR. The black contours indicate the climatology of (a) IPSL-CM5A-LR and in (b),(c) of

CTR (contour interval is 100Wm22, from 100 to 500Wm22). The colors are masked if the anomalies are not significant at the 10% level.

The dashed boxes in (a) indicate the regions chosen to evaluate the atmospheric diabatic heating in Fig. 7.
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propagated upward by the boundary layer scheme

through the larger turbulent sensible heat flux in the first

atmospheric levels between 1000 and 900 hPa, and

conversely for a cold SST anomaly (Figs. 7c and 7d,

green lines). Between 900 and 750 hPa, the diabatic

heating remains large and positive over warm SST

anomalies, as the water vapor from the surface evapo-

ration condensates (Fig. 7, red line). The clouds at the

top of the planetary boundary layer are less frequent

over warm SSTs, which acts to reflect less shortwave

radiation and warms the lower troposphere (Fig. 7, blue

line), as discussed in L’Hévéder et al. (2015). The dia-

batic warming is weaker above 600hPa. Over the sea ice

anomalies located in the Irminger Sea (Box-N), the di-

abatic heating has similar characteristics, but is of op-

posite sign and results from the presence of SIC

anomalies (Figs. 7a and 7b).

Previous studies have linked the diabatic heating of the

lower troposphere to the storm track over themidlatitude

(Hoskins and Valdes 1990). The changes of the storm

tracks are, therefore, analyzed in the following.

e. Storm track and eddy feedback

The baroclinicity of the atmosphere is evaluated using

the maximum Eady growth rate (Hoskins and Valdes

1990), defined at 850 hPa as 0:31f j›U/›zjN21 with f the

Coriolis parameter, ›U/›z the horizontal wind shear,

and N the Brunt–Väisälä frequency. The storm track

activity is measured by the bandpass- (2–6 days) filtered

geopotential height variance at 500hPa (Blackmon et al.

1977). The IPSL-CM5A-LR coupled model shows a

southward shift of the baroclinicity relative to its cli-

matological position in the region of maximum eddy

growth over the Gulf Stream/North Atlantic Current

(Fig. 8a). This acts to decrease and shift southward the

eddy activity downstream over the storm track, espe-

cially over the northeastern part of the Atlantic domain

(Fig. 8d). Previous studies have argued that the large-

scale atmospheric response following the AMOC or

the AMO is mainly a consequence of such a shift in

the baroclinicity in the main eddy-developing region

(GF12; Gastineau and Frankignoul 2015; Peings and

FIG. 7. Anomalous diabatic heating (K day21) —convective (red), radiative (blue), turbulent (green), and total

(black)— induced by the boundary conditions in FM over the Irminger Sea (Box-N, the northern box in Fig, 6a) for

(a) AtlALL 2CTR and (b) AtlSST2 CTR. (c),(d), As in (a),(b), but for the subpolar North Atlantic SST anomalies

(Box-S, the southern box in Fig. 6a).
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Magnusdottir 2014). The simulations in AtlALL show a

similar but less significant southward shift of the baro-

clinicity (Fig. 8b), but the storm track activity displays a

more significant southward shift over the western At-

lantic, as shown by the larger anomalies simulated in

AtlALL south of Cape Hatteras (Fig. 8e). The down-

stream weakening in the North Atlantic is also stronger

and occurs farther downstream than in the coupled run.

In AtlSST, the baroclinicity changes are weaker (Fig. 8c),

but the pattern is broadly consistent with that in AtlALL,

except off the European coasts and over the northern

part of the Nordic seas. The storm track still shows a

large southward shift over the southern United States

and a large weakening over northern Europe (Fig. 8f).

We conclude that the changes in baroclinicity are acting

similarly in the coupled model and in AtlALL or AtlSST.

This is consistent with the large influence of the merid-

ional SST gradient changes in the main eddy growth

region located over the Gulf Stream/North Atlantic

Current region, as found by GF12, Gastineau and

Frankignoul (2015), and Peings andMagnusdottir (2014).

To better understand the role of eddies, we calcu-

lated the eddy meridional heat flux y0T 0 at 850 hPa and
the eddy meridional zonal momentum transport at

250-hPa u0y0, using 2–6-day bandpass-filtered variables

(Blackmon et al. 1977). In IPSL-CM5A-LR, the me-

ridional SST gradient decreases off Newfoundland (see

Fig. 3a), and the northward meridional heat transport at

850 hPa diminishes over that region and downstream

(Fig. 9d). The northward momentum transport at

250 hPa also decreases over the Gulf Stream, the west-

ern subtropical North Atlantic, and most of Europe

(Fig. 9g). The vertical (horizontal) divergence of the

meridional heat (momentum) flux yields the zonal wind

tendencies induced by transient eddies in the Eliassen–

Palm (EP) theory (Trenberth 1986). The two eddy fluxes

act to weaken the eddy-driven jet, which in turn further

amplifies the atmospheric response, illustrating the clas-

sical positive eddy feedback (Peng et al. 1997). As a result

of the eddy changes in IPSL-CM5A-LR, the zonal eddy-

driven jet is shifted southward in the lower troposphere

between 1000 and 400hPa, while between 400 and

150hPa, the subtropical jet is more intense (Fig. 9a).

Similar effects are seen in AtlALL. The prescribed SST

anomalies cause a decrease in the northward meridional

heat transport at 850hPa in the region of maximum eddy

growth off the coast ofNewfoundland and over theBritish

Isles (see Fig. 9e). On the other hand, the changes in the

FIG. 8. (top) Maximum Eady growth rate (1022 day21) and (bottom) 500-hPa geopotential height variance (102m2), in FM, regressed

for (a),(d) IPSL-CM5A-LR onto AMOC-PC1, when the AMOC leads by 9 yr, or given by (b),(e) AtlALL 2 CTR and (c),(f) AtlSST 2
CTR. The climatology is given by red contours [day21 in (a)–(c) and 102m2 in (d)–(f)] for IPSL-CM5A-LR in (a),(d) and for CTR in

(b),(c),(e),(f). The black contours indicate significance at the 10% level.
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eddy meridional zonal momentum transport are larger

over the Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 9h) with a large decrease

simulated farther downstream over Europe, so that in this

case there is a large eddy feedback in the upper tropo-

sphere. Yet, the anomalous zonal wind over the Atlantic

sector inAtlALL is not significant, but it is similar to that of

the coupled model: between 1000 and 600hPa, the eddy-

driven jet is shifted southward, while the core of the

upper-troposphere subtropical jet is more intense.

The AtlSST experiment simulates a larger decrease

in the northward meridional heat transport off of

Newfoundland (Fig. 9f), but also a decrease in the

Nordic seas and around Iceland, because of the weaker

meridional surface temperature gradient over the sea ice

edge. The eddy meridional zonal momentum transport

is different compared to the other simulations, as it is

more intense over a large band between 258 and 358N in

the Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 9i). The resulting zonal wind

changes show a dipolar anomaly shifted northward

compared to IPSL-CM5A-LR or AtlALL, so that the

eddy-driven jet is amplified at 458N (not significant) and

does not shift southward.

FIG. 9. (a)–(c) Zonal-mean zonal wind (m s21) over theAtlanticOcean sector (608–208E). (d)–(f) Transients in themeridional eddy heat

flux at 850 hPa (y0T 0, Km s21). (g)–(i) Transients in the meridional zonal eddymomentum flux at 250 hPa (u0y0, m2 s22). For all panels, red

contours are the FM climatology and colors in (a),(d),(g) show the regression onto AMOC-PC1 for FM when AMOC leads by 9 yr in

IPSL-CM5A-LR. Colors in (b),(e),(h) show the difference AtlALL 2 CTR for FM and in (c),(f),(i) the difference AtlSST 2 CTR for FM.

The black contours indicate significance at the 10% level.
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In summary, the experiments AtlALL and AtlSST show

similar changes induced by the meridional gradient of

the lower-tropospheric diabatic warming in the main

eddy growth region, as shown by the coupled model.

However, the eddy feedback produced by transient

meridional momentum transport differs in the upper

troposphere. The stratosphere is studied in the following

to explain this difference.

f. Stratospheric anomalies

Omrani et al. (2014) have shown that the coupling

between the stratosphere and the troposphere is crucial

for the climate impact of theAMO.Wenow focus on the

stratosphere, and investigate whether such coupling

plays an active role in our simulations. The time evolu-

tion of the daily temperature anomalies over the polar

cap (608–908N) smoothed with a 30-day running mean is

displayed in Fig. 10. In Fig. 10a, AtlALL shows a warming

that reaches 1K in the stratosphere. It begins in early

January at 10 hPa. Then, it extends downward to 200hPa

by February and March. The warming is less significant

than in IPSL-CM5A-LR (Fig. 4d), and only reach the

10% significance level marginally in March. On the

other hand, the simulation AtlSST (Fig. 10b) shows a

cooling in the stratosphere in February. The difference

between AtlALL and AtlSST (Fig. 10c) clearly shows that

the stratospheric warming in AtlALL is significant. The

two other simulations AtlSST-N and AtlSST-S are consis-

tent with AtlSST, with a cooling occurring in February

(Fig. S4 in the supplemental material).We conclude that

the presence of sea ice anomalies is key for the strato-

spheric warming seen in AtlALL.

To investigate the troposphere-stratosphere in-

teractions, the EP flux due to planetary waves (wave-

numbers 1–3), which accounts for most of the wave

activity penetrating into the stratosphere (Hartmann

et al. 2000), is computed using daily outputs and then

smoothedwith a 30-day runningmean. The EP flux gives

the propagation of planetary wave activity into the polar

stratosphere, and its divergence results in zonal flow

acceleration (Andrews 1985). Figure 11 shows the EP

flux with the scaling of Edmon et al. (1980) to better

illustrate the EP flux divergence, for the 30-day period

centered on 10 February, at the beginning of the

stratospheric warming. In the CTR simulation, the

planetary waves propagate upward in the troposphere

between 408 and 708N (see Fig. 11a), then some bend

equatorward in the upper troposphere at 408N, at the

core of the subtropical jet. The rest of the wave activity

propagates upward into the stratosphere at 558N, where

it is partly refracted equatorward, and partly absorbed in

the polar vortex, above 50hPa. The anomalous EP flux

in AtlALL (Fig. 11b) shows an increase in planetary wave

activity in the troposphere. As a consequence, there is

enhanced vertical propagation into the stratosphere

between 408 and 608N, as well as more poleward re-

fraction. This leads to an anomalous EP flux conver-

gence in the polar stratosphere, driving a weakening of

the polar vortex. The stronger vertical propagation in

the stratosphere is linked with a larger wave source at

458N in the troposphere; it could be also due to the

changes in static stability or to the weaker vortex itself

(Li et al. 2007). The simulation AtlSST shows a similar

weakening of the tropospheric waves at higher lati-

tudes, but there is enhanced downward propagation

from 408 to 808N, which is expected to increase the

polar vortex.

FIG. 10. Temperature (K) averaged over the polar cap (608–908N)

smoothed with a 30-day running mean for (a) AtlALL 2 CTR, (b)

AtlSST2CTR, and (c)AtlALL2AtlSST. The gray shading indicates

the level of statistical significance.
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The main difference in the tropospheric circulation

pattern between AtlALL and AtlSST on 10 February, at

the beginning of the period of strong stratospheric

warming, is illustrated by the Z500 (Fig. 12a) and the

100-hPa geopotential height (Z100) anomalies (see

Fig. 12b). It reveals a large-scale pattern with a signifi-

cant Z500 dipole over Eurasia, with positive anomalies

over theUrals and westernRussia, and negative anomalies

over the southern part of central Asia, between the Ara-

bian Peninsula and the Tibetan Plateau. Conversely, a

large anticyclonic Z100 anomaly is located north of Bering

Strait, while negative anomalies are simulated over the

Mediterranean region and central Asia. Such blocking

patterns are consistentwith upward planetarywave activity

FIG. 11. The EP flux by planetary (zonal wavenumber k 5 1–3) waves (arrows, m2 s22), its

divergence (colors, m s22), and zonal-mean zonal wind (contours, m s21), for the 30-day period

centered on 10 February, for (a) CTR climatology, (b) the AtlALL 2 CTR difference, and

(c) the AtlSST 2 CTR difference. Zonal averaging is over all longitudes. The scaling of Edmon

et al. (1980) is used for the EP flux vectors.
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and have been associated with stratospheric warming in

IPSL-CM5A-LR (Vial et al. 2013). This warming of the

stratosphere in February may then influence the tropo-

sphere, favoring the occurrence of negative NAO events

during the following months (Baldwin and Dunkerton

2001), acting as a positive feedback.

4. Discussion and conclusions

In the coupled model IPSL-CM5A-LR, an NAO-like

atmospheric response to the AMOC was found (GF12).

The atmospheric changes are most significant in late

winter (FM), 9 yr after an AMOC intensification. At-

mospheric response experiments were undertaken to

understand the origin of and processes related to the

atmospheric response. We designed the experiments to

include as boundary forcing the SST and sea ice finger-

print of the AMOC in the North Atlantic, and to dis-

tinguish the impact of the SST anomalies in different

parts of the North Atlantic.

The simulated atmospheric response to both SST and

sea ice anomalies in the Atlantic sector is comparable to

that of the coupled model IPSL-CM5A-LR in late

winter (FM), which resembles a negative phase of the

NAO. However, the tropospheric changes are larger

because of the more intense heat flux damping when

using prescribed surface oceanic conditions (Barsugli

and Battisti 1998). We suggest that the atmospheric re-

sponse mainly results from a decrease in the lower tro-

posphere baroclinicity over the main transient eddy

growth region centered over the Gulf Stream, as found

in the coupled run (GF12; Frankignoul et al. 2013). This

causes a weakening of eddy meridional heat flux at low

levels and a weakening of the storm track activity

downstream, which is consistent with a negative phase

of the NAO. Furthermore, the stratosphere shows a

warming associatedwith the largest tropospheric changes,

in both the coupled and atmosphere-only simulations.

Such stratospheric warming is suggested to propagate

downward, thereby reinforcing the tropospheric changes

a few weeks later and producing a pattern more similar

to a negative phase of the Arctic Oscillation, as found by

Vial et al. (2013) in IPSL-CM5A.

The simulation using only North Atlantic SST

anomalies shows a tropospheric response in FM of the

same sign as the coupled model, but the changes are

weaker, albeit not significantly so. In the lower tropo-

sphere, the eddy feedback is consistent with that in the

coupled model, but it is opposite in the upper tropo-

sphere. This only leads to small changes of the North

Atlantic eddy-driven jet. The stratosphere was also

found to be cooler in February, which may contribute to

the smaller atmospheric response. To further investigate

the atmospheric response to the SST forcing, we per-

formed additional simulations by only prescribing the

SST anomalies either over the southern or the northern

part of the North Atlantic. Both simulations show re-

sults consistent with the simulation using SST-only

anomalies in the whole North Atlantic domain, but the

response to the warming in the northern part of the

FIG. 12. Response to SIC anomalies on 10 February of (a),(b) Z500 and Z100 (colors and gray contours, m),

respectively. The response is given by the differenceAtlALL2AtlSST. The thick black contours indicate significance

at the 10% level.
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AMOC fingerprint is larger and more significant than

the one due to the concomitant SST anomalies near the

Gulf Stream or in the subtropical Atlantic. Hence, the

SST anomalies in the subpolar basin seem to have a

dominant influence in IPSL-CM5A-LR, as they modify

the meridional SST gradient off Newfoundland and the

poleward eddy heat flux.

The role of sea ice anomalies was inferred by com-

paring the simulation driven by both the SST and SIC

anomalies and simulations only driven by SST anoma-

lies. If the atmospheric response to boundary forcing

was linear, the results would suggest that SST anomalies

have the largest influence on the troposphere. The

presence of SIC anomalies in IPSL-CM5A-LR in late

winter leads to cyclonic geopotential height anomalies

over central Asia, consistent with a Rossby wave ema-

nating from the polar North Atlantic and propagating

across the Eurasian continent, as described in Honda

et al. (2009). We suggest that this anomalous tropo-

spheric circulation warms the lower stratosphere, which

acts as a positive feedback, increasing the negative

NAO-like tropospheric changes driven by the SST. How

the stratospheric anomalies propagate downward is be-

yond the scope of this study, but similar downward

propagation has been found in various studies, even if

the dynamical mechanisms are not entirely understood

(Haynes et al. 1991; Chen and Robinson 1992; Tanaka

and Tokinaga 2002).

The experiments performed here are well adapted to

further reveal the causality links and the processes that

cannot be unambiguously demonstrated by the statisti-

cal analysis of coupled simulations, such as in GF12.

However, their applicability must be considered with

caution, as the IPSL-CM5A-LR climate model has a

large cold bias in the midlatitudes and polar regions, and

the sea ice edge is located too far south, so that it is much

too close to the storm track location (Dufresne et al.

2013). Such large bias in the mean state implies that

the SIC impacts may not be realistic. Furthermore, the

AMOC sea ice fingerprint needs to be elucidated: the

IPSL-CM5A-LR shows that a cooling and an increased

sea ice extent in the Nordic seas is associated with the

North Atlantic SST warming, 9 yr after an AMOC in-

tensification, while other models or observations suggest

that the sea ice extent in the Nordic seas decreases in

phase with the Atlantic SST warming (Mahajan et al.

2011; Zhang and Wang 2013; Allison et al. 2015; Zhang

2015). Therefore, the mechanisms concerning the

AMOC signature through sea ice impacts illustrated in

this study are likely to be model specific.
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